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The challenge of preaching 

RUTHANNA HOOKE 

The perennial challenge of preaching 

Judging from job advertisements for ministers and priests, preaching is 

central to the ministerial vocation. Congregations often list compelling 
preaching as one of the principal abilities they seek in a new pastor. In 
some denominations the minister is given the title 'Preacher', signalling 

the centrality of preaching to the ministerial role. Even in liturgical trad

itions, in which the sermon is not the only or even the chief focal point of 

the liturgy, the task of preaching is considered a crucial part of the voca
tion of pastor. 

These job advertisements also suggest that the task of preaching is 

difficult, that it can be hard to find someone who fulfils the demand for 

excellent preaching. Ministerial job descriptions emphasize this aspect of 

ministry in part because painful experience reveals that it is all too com

mon for preachers to fall short of these ideals. The title of a recent collec

tion of essays about preaching, What's the Matter with Preaching Today?, 

captures a widespread sense that preaching is not what it could be. The 
volume's title is a quote from Harry Emerson Fosdick in the early part 

of the twentieth century, suggesting that this concern about the quality of 
preaching is a matter of at least a hundred years' duration. 1 

The importance of preaching as an aspect of ministry, and the diffi
culty of preaching, are two sides of the same coin - what makes preaching 
difficult is also what makes it important. In this essay I will consider the 
perennial difficulties of preaching, and then focus attention on the chal
lenges of preaching in the particular cultural context of consumer capi
talism, a set of cultural forces that profoundly shapes preaching in North 

America, Europe and increasingly around the globe, and which poses 
unique challenges for preachers. 

1 Mike Graves, ed., What's the Matter with Preaching Today? (Louisville, KY: Westminster John 

Knox Press, 2004). 
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A perennial challenge in preaching is that of enculturating the gospel 
into the lives of present-day listeners, executing the hermeneutical task 
of linking the horizon of the Bible and the Christian tradition with the 
horizon of the listener's life-world. To many contemporary listeners, it 
is not self-evident that a two-thousand-year-old text, and the tradition 
springing from it, would speak so decisively to them as to transform their 
very existence, and yet this is the audacious claim of the Scripture and 
tradition of the Church, and the case which the preacher has to make. 
When the preacher preaches in the context of the liturgy, the liturgy 
itself assists in making this case and presenting this claim, and yet the 
crucial insight of the Protestant Reformers is that the liturgy itself, and 
the sacraments, require the proclamation of the gospel in order to make 
this claim convincingly. 2 The sermon is crucial in speaking the promise 
of the gospel clearly, and enabling this promise to touch the hearts of 

worshippers. 
A further difficulty has to do with how preachers enculturate the 

promise of the gospel, namely, by passing it through the lens of their 
own personal existence. In liturgically oriented traditions, the liturgy 
is often largely set by denominational bodies. The sermon, however, is 
an unscripted moment; it is a moment in the liturgy when the preacher 
speaks her own words, not those inherited from the tradition, and seeks 
to show how these traditional forms ought to transform the lives of her 
hearers, by showing how they have first transformed her. The preacher's 
own life is a lens through which to view the gospel, and an example of 
how the gospel ought to shape the lives of listeners. In saying that they 
want strong and compelling preaching, it is in large part the preacher's 
personal connection to text and tradition that listeners long for. However, 
it is not easy for preachers to discern how to draw on the personal within 
their preaching. The debate in the field of homiletics over the appropri
ate use of personal stories in sermons is but the tip of the iceberg of this 
larger issue of how the preacher's personhood ought to figure in the ser
mon, since without our even speaking a word about ourselves, we are 
deeply involved in our preaching. 3 Indeed, even if we seek to hide aspects 

2 Luther, for instance, described preaching as 'the word [that] brings Christ to the folk and 
makes him known in their hearts, a thing they never understood from the sacrament'. In Karl 
Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God, trans. G.T. Thomson (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1936), 78. 

3 For the debate in homiletics concerning the role of the personal in preaching, see, among 
others, David Buttrick, Homiletic: Moves and Structures (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 
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of our personhood in preaching, that too is a personal statement in which 
we are implicated. Thus, preaching is inescapably personal. 

This highly personal nature of preaching crystallizes one of the issues 
✓ with which this volume is concerned - namely, the complex relationship

between the subjective and objective dimensions of ministry. The min
ister is subject to the 'panopticon', a figure on public display at all times.
Nowhere is this sense of being on display more pronounced than in
preaching, because it is a moment of public manifestation of the preacher's
faith and conviction. For this reason, there is inevitably tension between
this public display and the subjective experience of ministry. The preacher
seeks to symbolize as well as transmit the Christian tradition, but, as a
fallible human individual, how can he do so adequately? More than this,
how can or should the personal existence of the preacher be used as a lens
through which to understand the gospel?

Despite the challenges of negotiating the hermeneutical gap between the 
world of the text and the world of the reader, the deeper difficulty of pre
senting the claims of the gospel has to do with the radically counter-cultural 
demands of the Scripture and tradition themselves, which have been a 
challenge to every age in which they have been preached. The proclama
tion that the same mind must be in us that is in Christ Jesus, who took on 
the form of a slave and died on the cross, will always be challenging. The 
demands of radical love, of the giving away of self and of life itself, are dif
ficult for any culture to hear and accept. 

Preaching in consumer culture: the challenge of 
commodification 

In addition to the perennial challenges of preaching, there are particular 
challenges to preaching in contemporary times. It is instructive to com
pare the cultural situation of Christian proclamation now with that in 
nineteenth-centuryDenmark,inthetimeofS0renKierkegaard.Kierkegaard 
fiercely criticized Christian preachers, arguing that their proclamation was 
undermined by 'the monstrous illusion we call Christendom ... the illu
sion that in such a land as ours we are all Christians of a sort'.4 The com
mon assumption of the day that all people within a certain geographical 

1987), 141-3; Anna Carter Florence, Preaching as Testimony (Louisville, KY: Westminster 
John Knox Press, 2007), xiii. 

4 S0ren Kierkegaard, The Point of View, Etc.: Including The Point of View for My Work as an 
Author, Two Notes about 'The Individual: and On My Work as an Author, trans. Walter Lowrie 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939), 5-6. 
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area were Christians as a matter of course meant that Christianity itself 
had become a matter of habit and convention. Christian preachers had, 
colluded with this illusion, presenting Christianity as a reasonable belief; 
system, easily reconciled with secular culture. Writing pseudonymously as 
Johannes de Silentio, Kierkegaard ruthlessly mocks preachers who preacli 
on the binding of Isaac without noting the nigh-impossibility of doing as 
Abraham did, and then are shocked when parents go home and murden 
their children. This 'profound, tragic, and comic misunderstanding' occurs 
because the preacher made the mistake that 'he did not know what he was 
saying'. 5 In domesticating the story of Abraham and Isaac so as to make 
it palatable to the Christendom of his time, the preacher utterly failed t0 
capture its terror and difficulty, with tragic results. Kierkegaard maintains 
that the whole purpose of his authorship is to combat this dangerous pro
pensity to make the demands of Christian faith easier than they really are; 
he seeks to reintroduce the difficulty of Christian faith into a culture that 
has cheapened and distorted it, 'to make it clear what the requirement OD 
Christianity truly is - even though not one person should be induced t0 

enter it'.6 

The cultural conditions and thus the nature of the forces confront
ing Christian preaching have changed since Kierkegaard's time. Nortn! 
American and European churches no longer exist in Christendom, in 
which they can assume that all within a certain geographical area 'aFi 
Christians of a sort'; rather, Christians now live in religiously pluralist: 
cultures. More than this, our cultural context is more radically shaped b)!i 

consumer capitalism than was Kierkegaard
,
s. Nevertheless, the challenge 

that Kierkegaard posed to preachers is just as trenchant in our own time 
since the illusion of Christendom and the dynamics of consumerism func
tion similarly, in that both dynamics foster a superficial rather than a dee:m 
engagement with religious faith. This shallow engagement-with faith is on� 

of the principal challenges of preaching in these times. 
As Vincent Miller notes, consumerism fosters a superficial encounter 

with religious faith because consumerism shapes not so much our beliefs 
as how we engage these beliefs. Miller analyses these dynamics by drawmg 
on Karl Marx's account of how commodification functions in capitalism. 
'commodities appear on the scene, as if descended from heaven, cloake� 
in an aura of self-evident value, saying nothing about how, where, and b 

5 S0ren Kierkegaard (Johannes de Silentio ), Fear and Trembling I Repetition, ed. and trans 

Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1983 ), 28, 2� 
6 S0ren Kierkegaard, On My Work as an Author, in The Point of View, Etc., 160. 
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whom they were produced.'7 While Marx was chiefly concerned with the 
commodification of material goods, the expansion of consumer capital
ism now encompasses cultural goods as well. We consume cultural objects 
in abstraction from their origins, the cultural associations and practices 
that give them meaning. Religion too becomes commodified, such that 
'elements of religious traditions are fragmented into discrete, free-floating 
signifiers abstracted from their interconnections with other doctrines, 
symbols, and practices. This abstraction of elements from their traditions 
weakens their ability deeply to affect the concrete practice of daily life.'8 

In consumer capitalism, it is not so much that we believe wrongly; it is 
that we engage religious beliefs and practices shallowly. As Miller states: 

The problem is not simply a clash of beliefs, values or cultures that pits con

sumerism against Christianity. Although very real conflicts in values exist, 

the problem is deeper and more subtle. Rather than a conflict between cul-

i tures, we face a cultural infrastructure that is capable of absorbing all other 

cultures as 'content' to be commodified, distributed, and consumed. This 

changes our relationship to religious beliefs and practices profoundly. They 

continue to be revered and celebrated, but are increasingly deprived of their 

ability to influence and shape our individual, interpersonal, and communal 

lives.9 

We treat religious beliefs and practices as commodities from which we 
can pick and choose, divorced from their meanings within communities of 
practice. So, for instance, we hang Tibetan prayer flags in our homes with
out having any knowledge of the meaning of these symbols within Tibetan 
Buddhism; or we idolize Pope Francis as a religious celebrity, while paying 
scant attention to his teachings on matters such as climate change, global 
poverty and war. The prayer flags and the pope have become religious 
commodities to be selected or discarded according to our personal prefer
ences; cut off from the institutional and communal settings in which they 
have meaning, they lose their power to form us deeply. 

Both preachers and their hearers are deeply formed by the culture of 
commodification. It is not so much that consumer capitalism presents 
structures of meaning that compete with religion, as that consumer cap
italism teaches us to approach religion as yet one more commodity that 
we can select or reject. In this context, preaching itself risks becoming a 

7 Vincent Miller, Consuming Religion: Christian Faith and Practice in a Consumer Culture (New

York: Continuum, 2005), 3. 
8 Miller, Consuming Religion, 4. 
9 Miller, Consuming Religion, I 79. 
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commodity to be consumed. From this stance a hearer may enjoy a sermon 
and may celebrate the preacher, but may still engage the sermon super
ficially and not be deeply formed by it. The preacher, for his part, may 
wonder why he feels that he has not really connected with the hearers such 
that their lives are transformed. Commodification renders religious beliefs 
and practices frictionless, such that it is difficult for sermons to gain trac
tion in shaping hearers

, 
lives. Given this challenging hearing environment, 

how can preachers and hearers best proclaim and respond to the gospel in 
preaching? 

Preaching beyond commodification: a liturgical turn 

In answer to this question, I propose that the cultural setting of consumer 
capitalism demands the foregrounding of the personal element of preach
ing, although this must be done in a way that takes account of how com
modification functions, and thus how to counter it. As noted earlier, the 
question of how the personal ought to figure in preaching is a complex 
one, a crystallization of the difficult relationship between the subjective 
and objective dimensions of ministry. The pressures of commodification 
make it more important than ever to both theorize and practically incorp
orate the personal in preaching. To make this argument requires a further 
investigation of the role of preaching in its primary setting in the liturgy. 

Miller turns to liturgy as a means of resisting commodification because 
he argues that an effective response to commodification does not lie pri
marily at the level of theological argumentation. Whatever theologically 
rich counter-narratives are offered to set against the ideologies of con
sumer capitalism, it is all too easy for these counter-narratives themselves 
to be co-opted by consumer culture. Indeed, market capitalism 'greets 
subversion and denunciation with mercantile enthusiasm', treating suc4 
critiques as yet one more product to sell. 10 Thus, the most effective way for 
those who wish to steward religious traditions to resist consumer culture 
is not principally at the level of beliefs, but at the level of practices. The lit
urgy, the Church's corporate worship, is its central practice, the practice in 
which it most clearly becomes and manifests what it is. As such, the liturgy 
of the Church is one of the most powerful practices the Church has at its 
disposal to challenge consumerism. In liturgy, we encounter our faith not 
primarily as a series of propositions, but as embodied actions. We enact

the tenets of our faith - listening to the God who addresses us in his word, 

10 Miller, Consuming Religion, 179. 
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confessing sin and receiving forgiveness, being incorporated into God's 
very life in the Eucharist, united to one another in the body of Christ. In 
other words, liturgy shapes us powerfully because it engages us not solely 
at the level of our ideas but at the level of our bodies' performances. 

The term 'performance: used to describe either liturgy or preaching, can 
be off-putting, as it seems to imply artifice and inauthenticity. However, 
there are at least two aspects of the concept of performance, as it is used 
in performance theory, which are helpful in understanding the ways the 
liturgy and preaching can resist the dynamics of commodification. First, 
performance refers to actions which are not spontaneously created by a 
subject, but are rather the repetition of a previously created script. Richard 
Schechner coined the term 'restored behaviour' to describe this quality of 
performance. Marvin Carlson notes that 'restored behavior emphasizes 
the process of repetition and the continued awareness of some "origi
nal" behavior, however distant or corrupted by myth or memory, which 
serves as a kind of grounding for the restoration'. 11 Second, the concept 
of performance suggests the ways that identities are constructed through 
restored behaviour, through the repetition of scripted actions and prac
tices. As Judith Butler notes, the performance of the self proceeds by cer
tain stylized, repeated and ritualized acts, out of which the self is produced. 
Performance thus has the power to shape and even produce the self. Butler 
uses Pierre Bourdieu's idea ofhabitus to emphasize the way repeated per
formance shapes our way of being in the world. Habitus, says Butler, is 

'a tacit form of performativity, a citational claim lived and believed at the 

level of the body'. 12 

Not only in individual lives, but in communities also, practices of per
formance have the power to form selves shaped by a distinctive habitus. 
The liturgy is one of the primary places where the Church does this, 
where it 'performs' its founding narratives and doctrines, and thus both 
becomes and manifests what it is. Participants in the Eucharist engage 
in restored behaviour through repeating the script of the eucharistic 
prayers and actions, carrying forward the power of the originary event. In 
the performance of the Eucharist the Church repeats and manifests Christ's 
Incarnation; in the Eucharist the Word again becomes flesh and dwells among 
us. Through the repetition of this performance the habitus of participants, 
their way of being in the world, is shaped and transformed. 

11 Marvin Carlson, Performance: A Critical Introduction, 2nd edn (New York: Routledge, 2004), 
47. 

12 Judith Butler, Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performative (London: Routledge, 1997), 155. 
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William Cavanaugh, in his analysis of how the Church in Chile com
bated a repressive state regime, describes how the performative power of 
liturgy was a vital part of this struggle. 13 Cavanaugh argues that the state 
used torture as a way to conscript the bodies of its citizens into- the per
formance of certain scripts. Torture invaded the bodies of citizens, reshap
ing them into docile victims of state control. For the Church to resist this 
control involved not only pronouncements but, more significantly, th'e 
induction of its members into bodily performances that shaped theJ?] 
according to a Christian imagination, rather than the imagination of the 
state. The primary performance of this Christian identity was the liturgxi 
of the Eucharist, which transformed participants into the body of Christ 
rather than being bodies under state control. Through participation in! 
the Eucharist, participants were assimilated into Christ's incarnation, �qJ 
specifically into Christ's self-sacrifice. As participants were conformed t0 
his self-sacrifice, they became capable of offering themselves as sacrificia] 
martyrs rather than victims of the state. 

Cavanaugh's argument suggests how liturgy has the power to shape 
believers into identities that run counter to those offered by the surround
ing culture, and thus is applicable in the context of consumer capitalism 
where religious communities struggle to express different identities from 
those provided by the surrounding culture. Consumer capitalism does no'

j
j 

invade and shape bodies through torture; rather, it colonizes their imagin
ation and shapes their identities through subtler means. Liturgy, however, 
has the capacity to form participants into identities that resist the shaping 
power of consumerism. As Butler's and Cavanaugh's arguments demon-
strate, liturgical practices form us powerfully because they are embodied. 
Our bodies do things in worship, and these acts, more than what we say we; 
believe, shape us into the people we are. This emphasis on_bpdies is conson 
ant with the Christian claim that God in Christ became flesh and dwelt 
among us, and thus that 'God saves humanity right in our very materia:1l 
actions and circumstances', that is, in our very bodies.14 As Louis-MarJc 
Chauvet expresses it, 'Faithful to its biblical roots, ecclesial tradition has 
attempted to discern what is most "spiritual" in God on the basis of wha,t: 
is most "corporeal" in us. This is especially the case in liturgy.' 15 It is abo�e 

13 William T. Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist: Theology, Politics, and the Body of Chrts� 
(Malden, MA, and Oxford: Blackwell, 1998), 230. 

14 Bruce T. Morrill and Bernard Cooke, eds, Bodies of Worship: Explorations in Theory andl 
Practice (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1999), 3. 

15 Louis-Marie Chauvet, Symbol and Sacrament: A Sacramental Reinterpretation of Christian 
Existence, trans. P. Madigan and M. Beaumont (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1995), 523. 
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� in our embodied experience that we are brought into relationship with 
�od, for 'there is no disembodied realm where we are being saved'. 16 

Although this emphasis on the body as the locus of salvation is as old 
lls Christianity itself, in recent scholarship in liturgical theology there has 
leen an increased emphasis on bodies in worship, which is connected to 

redefining of what makes for the sacramentality of worship. There has 
�een 'a move away from thinking about the sacraments as objects that dis
. ense grace to perceiving them as relational events, as personal encoun

iters among God and people'. 17 The focus is less on the abstract principles 
involved in a material substance becoming sacred, and more on the rela
�onal encounter with God that takes place in the liturgy. One upshot of 
this shift has been to understand the whole of liturgy as sacramental, since 
fil of it reveals and partakes of God's life. The sacramentality of liturgy 
eannot be reduced to one moment when a material object is transformed 
¥from profane to sacred; rather, the whole of liturgy is sacramental, as a pro
gressive manifestation of the realities of Christ's saving work. Moreover, 
J.this focus on the sacredness of the entire liturgy, as an event of encounter 

"th God, focuses attention on the bodies of participants who are involved 
· this encounter. It is in their bodies, at leas� as much as in the bread and
Mne, that the transforming power of grace is at work.

Sacramentality and the preaching body 

One of the primary ways that liturgy focuses our attention on material
ity is by fostering the sacramental imagination. As described by Richard 
McBrien, sacramentality is a way of seeing 'God in all things .. . the vis
ible, the tangible, the finite, the historical - all these are actual or potential 
carriers of the divine presence'. 18 This sacramental imagination endows 
particular physical things with importance; they are not 'just symbols', 
because the material mediation itself matters. Hence sacraments function 
by 'tying the significance of symbols to their particularity'. The sacramen
tal imagination runs directly counter to the dynamics of commodification, 
in which objects are sundered from the origins of their production. For 
the sacramental imagination, these origins matter; Miller suggests that in 
offering the bread and wine at the Eucharist, we consider the origins of 
these material objects: 'through your goodness we have this bread to offer, 

16 Morrill and Cooke, eds, Bodies of Worship, 4. 
17 Morrill and Cooke, eds, Bodies of Worship, 1. 
18 Quoted in Miller, Consuming Religion, 189. 
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which earth has given and human hands have made. It will become fo:r 
us the Bread of Life: Hearing these words focuses our attention on the 
conditions under which these objects were produced, challenging us to 
ask pointed questions about these origins, such as: which part of .the earth 
gave this bread? Whose hands made it into bread? In this way the sacra
mental imagination connects symbols with their materiality, counterin& 
the commodity fetish, in which things are conveyers of meaning and status 
separate from their particularity. Sacramentality challenges us to conne�t 
the meaning and sacredness of objects with their material conditions, not 
abstracted from them. 

Since the whole of the liturgy is a sacramental encounter with God, ilie 
sacramental imagination attends not only to the materiality of the breacl 
and wine, but perceives God's presence in all of the 'visible, tangible, finite, 
historical' parts of the liturgy, including the preaching event. Preaching, as 
part of a liturgy which is wholly sacramental, is itself sacramental, which 
means not only that it is an event of personal encounter with God, but als© 
that this encounter occurs through material means. The sacramental imag:
ination draws attention to the 'visible, tangible, finite, historical' aspects of 
preaching itself, the ways that God is made known through the particulaF 
The particular material elements through which God reveals Godself m
preaching are the words and the embodied existence of the preacher. 

The sacramental imagination focuses on the particular materiality o 
sacramental objects; hence, in relation to preaching, such an imaginatioru 
considers the preacher's speaking body not as an abstract body, but rathtu' 
as a body embedded in its social location, the various political and eco,
nomic relationships that influence it. Just as the sacramental imaginatid:ml 
brings to awareness the material origins of the bread and wine, so too .,m.\ 
preaching the origins of the preached word in the exis1ence of the P-en 
son preaching need to be made visible. Liturgy in general foregrounds the 
material particularity of bodies, and preaching does this in a powerful an• 
exemplary way, precisely because it is the most personal moment of the Iii 
urgy, the moment when the particularity of one human person is brougnt 
to the fore. The listener's encounter with the particular humanity of tli� 
preacher creates friction, making it more difficult to receive the sermon � 
an abstract commodity. 

It is crucial, therefore, for preaching to be grounded in the particulal 
body and life-experience of the preacher. This does not mean a prolifer� 
tion of personal stories; rather, it means that the preacher needs to m� 
evident that he is personally involved in his preaching, that the sermo , 
is of life-and-death importance and emerges from his whole life. This i 
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accomplished not only by what_ the preacher says, but also how he is in 
ipreaching - specifically, whether he is present in a way that integrates body, 
, · d and spirit. Are preachers present in such a way that their breath is 

flowing, that their voice is connected to the words they are speaking, and 
that their bodies are also integrated into and involved in this communi
cation? Are they connected to their bodies' own knowledge of what they 
are saying, which may well go deeper than what their minds know? Do 
their voices and bodies manifest a passionate commitment to the truth 
of their message? 

It is difficult to answer these questions, since we are not accustomed 
to relying upon the body's knowledge. The disconnection between mind 
and body is deeply embedded in Western culture. This dualism affects 
ithe ways that we engage knowledge or reflect upon our experience, 

·aespite the centrality of the Incarnation in Christian doctrine, which
insists that we are saved in our bodily existence. Moreover, the Church
ends to harbour suspicion about the body, viewing it as dangerous,

unruly, possessed of desires which might disqualify it from the pulpit. For
ithis reason preachers often manifest a disconnection between mind and
Body, preaching as though they did not have -bodies, or were unaware of
them. The layout of preaching, with the preacher partially hidden behind
a pulpit, or obscured by amorphous robes, further operates to hide the
preaching body. The recent tendency to use screens and projections in
worship further attenuates the presence of the bodies of both preachers
and hearers. Given all of this, to bring specific attention to the body in the
act of preaching feels like breaking a taboo, encountering and pressing
through potent internal and external resistance.

1 In this situation of resistance to the full integration of our bodies in 
preaching, the operations of commodification may be a perverse bless
ing in that they compel us to find solid ground that cannot be abstracted, 
and that in the end pushes us back to the body's reality and wisdom, as a 
firm landing place that resists abstraction. The preacher takes her stand 
m her body so as to speak from a place of a particular truth grounded in 
her material existence. This demands a total engagement of the preacher, 
which inevitably requires vulnerability. The sacramentality of preaching 
suggests that this vulnerability is intrinsic to proclamation. As the bread 
is taken and blessed, so too the particularity of the preacher is taken 
and blessed, so as to be broken open and shared, as the bread is broken and 
shared. To be broken open requires self-offering and sacrifice; all of this 
is implied in the call to the preacher to be fully present in preaching_ - in 
body, mind and spirit. 
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Strengthening communal agency in preaching 

In the liturgy we become what we are - the body of Christ � and �e
do this not as individuals, but as a community. One of the '!_ifficulties 
of preaching is that it tends to undermine the commu�� nature of tAe 
liturgy. Preaching often feels like a solo performance - md_eed, one r�a
son many preachers dislike the word 'performance' t,o des�nbe preachmg 
is that it seems to privilege one person ( the preacher s) actions, to put tp.e 
preacher on a pedestal while rendering the hearers as_ passive rec�p�ents.
The dynamics of consumerism magnify these tendencies; the passmty of 
hearers readily puts them into the position of being consumers of a spec
tacle or product rather than active co-creators of a communal event. 

That preaching is a communal event, co-created by �re��her �nd com
munity, has been argued persuasively by many homileticians m �ecent 
years. Thomas Long describes the preacher as being sent to the Scnpt�re 
'on behalf of the community', rather than operating on one's own. 9 

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale insists that preachers need to be as attentive to the 
congregational context of their preaching as they are to the Scripture text.r 
Fred Craddock describes the preacher as preaching not only to the com 
munity but for the community, putting into words the pro�lan:ia�ion of tli 
community. 21 These arguments indicate that the commumty is mtegral to 
preaching, not only as hearers but as creators of it. . ..In a culture shaped by consumerism, the active role of the commumty ,
the preaching event needs to be even more strongly emphasized. As_Vinc�n
Miller notes, one of the most powerful ways to resist the commodificat10J.11 
of religion is to strengthen the agency of its adherents. Beli�vers _sha�ed P
consumerism tend to see themselves as active agents of their beliefs m ilia 
they feel free to 'draw from traditions with little knowledge of their int�in
sic logics and goals and without a sense of obligation for th� preservatio · 
of traditions'. 22 Rather than exercising agency in this way, believers need to 
be authorized and encouraged to be agents of their traditions, seeing the 
applications and understandings of the faith as a contr!bution to a li'?11 · 
tradition to which they are responsible. In the liturgy, this means establisn: 
ing the congregation 'not as a group of passive consumers who are se�e' 

19 T homas G. Long, The Witness of Preaching, 2nd edn (Louisville, KY: Westminster John �o 

Press, 2005), 7. 
20 Leonora Tubbs Tisdale, Preaching as Local Theology and Folk Art (Minneapolis, MN: Fortr

Press, 1997), 33. 
21 Fred B. Craddock, Preaching (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1985), 26. 
22 Miller, Consuming Religion, 210. 
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by the celebrant but as active agents praying together the central prayer 
of the church'.23 The same goals apply to preaching, although the impres
sion of the sermon as a monologue makes this ideal of active communal 
engagement in the sermon difficult to achieve. 

In practice, realizing this goal may mean adopting practices of con
versational preaching, such as those proposed by Lucy Atkinson Rose 
and others, in which the sermon is imagined as a communal conversation 
gathered around God's word, in which all congregational voices are val
ued as participants in the sermon itself. 24 Other models of conversational 
preaching propose an active role for the community in the preparation of 
the sermon, perhaps through sessions of Scripture study which provide 
material for the sermon. These practices are a development of Tisdale's 
insistence that the preacher listen to the situation of the congregation as 

· closely as she listens to Scripture texts. It is crucial, of course, that these
participants understand themselves as agents of their traditions, and
responsible to them, which suggests a need for catechesis in order for con
gregation members to take an active role in sermon creation.

The way that the preacher is present in her preaching can also open
the sermon to the congregation. The preacher who practises her preach
ing as sacramental in a thick way, that is, in terms of the eucharistic arc of
taking, blessing, breaking and giving, can be present in her preaching in
such a way as to open herself and her sermon to the hearers. In particular,
when the preacher practises the breaking open of the word as involving a
breaking open of the self, the vulnerability of this act makes it evident that
the preacher preaches in fundamental connection to the congregation, and
not apart from it.

Conclusion 

The cultural context of consumerism adds to the perennial challenges of 
preaching the particular challenge of the commodification of preaching 
itself. While there are aspects of the sermon that make it prone to com
modification, such as the fact that it is a solo performance to a seem
ingly passive audience, there are also aspects of the sermon that make it 
a particularly powerful practice to offer resistance to these dynamics. In 
particular, the tensions between the subjective and objective dimensions 

23 Miller, Consuming Religion, 214. 
24 Lucy Atkinson Rose, Sharing the Word: Preaching in the Roundtable Church (Louisville, KY:

Westminster John Knox Press, 1997), 89. 
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of ministry, the communal tradition and the personal instantiation of it,

come to the fore in preaching and are often painfully felt by the preacher.

However, it is precisely the creative inhabiting of these tensions that

leads to a powerful counter-experience to that of commodification. The 

preacher who can instantiate, physically as well as spiritually, the intrinsic

connection between the content of the sermon and its rootedness in his

or her existence offers a practice that resists abstraction. Preaching th�t

displays its origins in the particular embodied life of the preacher demand�

to be encountered not shallowly, as a commodity without a history, but

deeply, as an event with thickness and integrity. Likewise, when the sermon

is not a solo act but a communal performance in which the congregation

participates, believers are formed into agents of a living tradition, ratheF

than consumers. 
Preaching has always been demanding, a difficult balancing of the per"

sonal and the public, the individual and the communal. Each era presents

its own challenges for preaching; in this era, the culture of consumerism1

confronts preaching with particular challenges. However, if preaching m

these times is more difficult than ever, it is also true that the need for an · 

the promise of proclamation are greater than ever as well.
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